Verde Program Track - Eluna 2007

Thursday, June 7th

- **8:30 - Verde Product Feature**
  - Ted Koppel, ExLibris Product Manager

- **10:30 - Verde Discussion Group: Implementation Strategies & Challenges**
  - Carole Pilkinton (Moderator), Amanda Yesilbas, Florida Center for Library Automation; Benjamin Heet, Notre Dame; Rich Wenger, MIT; Wendy Robertson, University of Iowa; Heather Tunender, California State Fullerton; Kathy Varjabedian, Los Alamos
  - ABST: Moderated discussion group, including brief individual overviews by several participants, followed by open discussion about strategies, successes and challenges in implementing this new service.

- **4:00 - Verde Product WG**
  - Wendy Robertson

Friday, June 8th

- **8:30 - Authority Control/Data Input Best Practices in a Verde Consortial Implementation**
  - Tony Harvell, UCSD Libraries, California Digital Library, Heather Christenson, California Digital Library
  - ABST: The University of California Libraries have been working on developing best practices for maintaining authorities for Verde records to ensure flexible retrieval and reporting in a shared consortial implementation of Verde 2.0 across the 10 campuses and a central shared instance (California Digital Library). The program will focus on the needs assessment, review of authority control options, consortial agreement process, development of best practices, documentation and training of members.

POSTER SESSION

- **Verde/SFX synchronization and workflows**
  - Kathy Varjabedian, Los Alamos
  - ABST: Present an overview of Verde/SFX synchronization, covering what data passes from Verde to SFX and what data does not; how to use the Verde task reports; and workflows for activating, de-activating, and setting up parameters for SFX linking that accommodate the capabilities of Verde/SFX synchronization. The audience will learn how to work on eProducts in Verde and SFX and the benefits and limitations of Verde/SFX synchronization.